
Support and expand ‘responsible dog ownership courses.
Support and develop ‘responsible cat ownership courses.
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Double the financial and other penalties for individuals and corporates who commit

an offense under the Animal Welfare Act.

Create greater enforcement and close loopholes of the Animal Welfare Act 1999.

 Animal welfare education in every school in New Zealand.

Greater animal welfare education in the communities.

Protect plantations for birds and the environment.

Review Resource management legislation so that councils are required to protect

significant faunas and trees.

Greyhound racing and rodeo are to be put on hold till the Animal welfare act is

reviewed.
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ANIMAL PROTECTION

LIVEABLE EARTH FOR ALL IT'S INHABITANTS

PETS

Appoint an animal welfare commissioner.
Review Animal Welfare Act 1999.
Set up an animal court legal system. 
Increase funding to protect animals, birds, endangered species, and marine life.
Fund animal welfare programs and research.
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1.Marine life like fish and marine animals can feel pain, joy, and suffering.
2.Strict monitoring for commercial fishing (millions of marine animals are caught and
killed in commercial fishing).
3.Protect whales, dolphins. Commercial whale hunting is banned and dolphin killing is
banned, but several thousand are still killed worldwide.
4.Governments should enforce the whaling ban and act against countries such as Japan
that violate the ban. However, that does not happen. Government leaders leave the
enforcement of international agreements for the protection of the whale to a civil society
organization and its volunteers. Government leaders should at least offer protection to
whale protectors who do what governments fail to do.

MARINE LIFE

Cruelty-free cosmetics.
Stop Animal testing.
End the use of animals in the entertainment industry.
Ban the export of live livestock.
Pest control-PPNZ believes more humane methods should be used to protect our
native species from predators.
Ban lethal population control of animals and use alternative methods to control. 
Ban 1080 poison.
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STOP CRUELTY
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 FARMERS

Help and fund farmers to protect their livestock and
provide incentives for animal farmers to rewild land.


